


sary formal conditions for rational belief, so it is a use of va,l~re theory to  define 
necessary formal conditions for ratlonnl choice. 

The subject matter of the theories Lo be emsidered hare consists in the events, 
acts, objects, or goals to which value i s  at’krihuted, and such ordering relations as 
preference, equlvalcnce in value, and diBerenee in value. By rejecting linguistic 
entities like words and sentences as  the sole or chief subject matter of value 
theory, we turn back, in one more way, to  an ea.rlier  view of the philosophy of 
value. 

In this and  two subsequent papers ((l), (II),  (III)) we shall give the outlines 
of a formal method for dealing wit’h certain questions in value theory. In (I) we 
attempt,  an explication of the notion of a  mtíonal preference pattern,  and discuss 
the problem of measuring preference. In (II) we propose t,o clarify t,he concept 
of a value principle: on the ba& of notions analyzed in (I) we lay down some 
conditions of adequacy for value principles; then we consider the formal aspects 
and logical  consequences of accepting number of alternat,ive value principles; 
the paper wilï conclude with an investigation of the mutuai consistency and 
relative priority of sets of value principles. In  (III), where the fundamental 
problem discussed is the determination of social and political principles to be 
used for the organization of society and  the construction of a  set of social values, 
we consider two main questions: first, supposing the preference patterns of the 
individuals composing a social group are given, to find principles for determining 
a preference pattern for the social group as a whole; second, to consider the conse- 
quences for the determination of social values of the acceptance of given sub- 
stantive value principles. 

We wish here to make some remarks about  the axiomatic method of which 
we shall make large use in these papers. It is generally recognized that a set of 
axioms provides i m p h i t  definit,ions of the primitive t.erms which appear in it, It 
is equally important to realize that  any axiomatization may be fornmlated as 
an explicit definition of a set-theoretical property. Thus  the following two 
axioms (for quasi-orderings) might be said to give an implicit definition of the 
primitives K and R:  

Al.  The relation R is reflexive in the  set K ;  
A2. The relation R is transitive  in the set K .  

But we  could also formulate this axiomatization as  an explicit definition of the 
set-theoretical  property of being a quasi-ordering : 
x i s  a QUASI-ORDERING = d f  there exists a set K und a binary relation R 

such that x is  the ordered couple (K,  R }  and R i s  rejlexive and transitive in the 
set K .  

In some  cases it is possible to regard such set-theoretical definitions as  partial 
explications. Thus Peano’s axioms for arithmetic can be  viewed as a partial 
explication of the notion of natural number. His axioms  iso1at.e certain formal 
properties of numbers although t>hey do not tell us what numbers are. (A more 
complete explication was provided by Dedekind and Frege’s constlwctisn of the 
natural numbers as certain sets, or properties, of sets.) In this manner the partial 



2. ~~~~~~~~~ m d  ~~~~~~~~~~~ Let us consider a set K of aïternatives which. are 
to be ranked in preference. It is fairly wei! a,greed a.mong philosophers that it is 
reasonable to speak of a. prefereatia1 ranking of a  set of alternatives2, and 
there seems even ka be umbstantin! agreement regarding tbe formal properties 
of the ranking reiation--khus mmy philosophers would probably agree wit,h 
Perry (1191, p. 636) that preference ís transitive  and asymmetrie. For the sake of 
exa.mple, suppose that the set M comprises just three  alternatives, timocraey, 
oligmchy and democracy. We will exprms the fact that x is preferred to  y by 
writing ‘z P y’. The following six patkerns of preference will then bo consistent 
with the assumption that P is transitive  and i-esymmetric: 

timo P olig 
olig P demo 
timo P demo 

dig P demo 
demo P timo 
olig P timo 

d i g  P timo 
timo P demo 
olig P demo 

demo P Ginlo 
timo P olig 
demo P d i g  

demo P d i g  
olig P timo 
demo P timo 

timo P demo 
demo P dig  
timo P dig  

On the analogy of the explicit definition of a quasi-ordering given above, we 
might now  define a  Rational Hegemonic Ranking  as any ordered couple whose 
first, member is the set K consisting of timocraey, oligarchy and democracy and 
whose  second member is one of the above six relations. 

It is a  limitation of a  Rational Hegemonic Ranking that each alternative  must 
be ranked above or below every other. In arder to admit the possibility that two 
or more alternatives  are  equal in preferential stratus,  let us introduce the relation 
E which holds between two  alternatives when they  are equivalent in preference. 
It seems natural to consider E transitive  and symmetrica!. The possible patterns 
of prei‘erence  will  now include such rankings as the ones indicated by the following 
sets of statements: 

demo E timo 
timo E olig 
demo E olig 
timo E demo 
olig E tirno 
d i g  E demo 

d i g  P timo 
timo E demo 
demo E timo 
olig P demo 

* See, for example, [131, p. 490; 1191, p. 606 ff”; and 1231, p. 124. 



Tt’iihont swm: flcart,her sxiom, we c m  also see tbat  there is nolhink to  exclude 
s~:ch a. pattem as the fdowink: 

demo E rirfio 
tiin3 E tieico 
demo P timo 
timci P dig 
demo P d i g  

These cams are mled out by an axion1 which ha,s the eE& of asserting th& if 
z st& g ara: alt’ernativss, then 110 more than o m  of the foliowing: z P y, y P x, 
2 E y, (It now becomes redundant to stipula,te the a.sy;.ymmet~ry of P.) 

It has been assumed in the discussion a12d examples that every pair. af altema- 
tives in R is relat,ed either by P or by E. If we want to be able to ssty h t  in EL 
Rational Hegemonic Ranking every alternative is assigned some rank in relation 
to  the other alternatives, we must strengtben the previous axiom tso provide 
also that if x and y are alternatives, t,hen at  kast one of the fallowing: 2 P y? 
y P z, or z E y, (This makes it* unnecessary to stipulate  the  symmetry of E.) 

Let us now generalize the ideas we have been  considering to apply to  any 
set K d alternatives  and  any binary relations P and E whose  fields are contajmd 
in K.a 

Definilion . f .  The ordered triple (M, P, E) is a RATIONAL PREFERENCE 
U N K I N G  i j  and  only if: 

Pl. The relation P i s  transitive; 
P2. The relat.ion E is transitive; 
Pd. If x and y are in K ,  then exactly one of the following: x P y, y P x, x E y. 
From Definition 1 we see that all ordered triples which satisfy certain condi- 

tions  are RPR’s. Among  examples of RPR’s, tben, we would  find Rational 
Hegemonic Rankings, and also such triples as  the following: 

K P E 
Economic systems preferred-to equal-in-preference-to 
Automobiles more-expensive-than the-same-price-as 
Pains more-painful-than just-as-painful-as 
Mountains higher-than the-same-height-as. 
Positive  integers less-than equal-to 

Obviously many things are RPR’s which have nothing to  do with preference 
or value;  this  points  up  the  fact that  the definition a t  best provides necessary 
conditions for rational ranking. It is the general intention of the remarks which 

s Some gain in  perspicuity  has been made at   the expense of formal precision in this and 
the definitions to follow. -4 more precise version of Definition 1, on the model of the defini- 
tion of a Quasi-Ordering given in Section 1, is: 

Delfinition 1. 6: i s  a RATIONAL PREFERENCE  RANKING Z d f  there exists a set K ,  
and  binary  relations P and E the field of each of which  is  contained in K ,  such  that c i s  the 
ordered  triple ( K ,  P, E) and: 

AI. The  relation P i s  transitive; 
AZ. The  relation E is  transitive; 
A3. I j  x and  are in K ,  ¿hen  exactly  one of the followiny: x P y, y P z, x E y .  



fO11,lloVI to  B h í X V  d&<:i[j.GIl &l.;<: ;>?;re;i-idC! SliCh ai-C€‘&%;.y cGdi~iQlE4, & d  
that. it can therefore ser-~e a-: bi;sis i :?~ a partil-,! explication of .-titionaZty in the 
field o€ value. 

It w411 be not,iced, i o  begin ri;gtla, t,l-iat Deiinitiorr 3. sets no iilmita,tions  on the 
kind c?l% entities which  re $C> be ..srdei-ed. Set R may contain objects, properties, 
experiences, events, cctmmodXes, a~cts, ends-in-view, ~ u r ~ ~ a e ~ ~  world states or 
cookirqg apples. Nor lU there rieeesearily m y  r e?~on  to  consider the members of 
K 8s exhaustive alternatives or 2,s mu.bual!y exclusive: although these gossi- 
bpzTL,ies are  not ruled mt. So far ea such questions are concerned the definition is 
neutrd 
In another ~ ~ p o ~ a n t  respect the definition ia again neutral, and this point is 

probahlg7 worth empi?.asiz,ing in order to prevent misunderstanding. The defi- 
nition imposes limitations only on the patterns of preference and equivalence 
ammg sets of altemat,ires,  but it, says uoth.ing whatsoever about when,  or under 
what emditions, one akernative is preferred or e.cpiva#lent to  another. The 
definition of an RPR is as indiEerent to particular ranMngs between pairs as  the 
theory of the syllogism is to the tmth of individual prernises.  And just  as  the 
universal validity of syllogistic  inferenc,e  implies nothing about Lhe status of 
premises, so the ttniversal a ~ ~ i ~ ~ a b ~ ~ ~ ~ y  of the definition of rational ranking does 
nok imply, for example, that value judgments &re objective, or absolute, or time- 
less. This is not, to say that such a definition throws no light on the  status of 
value judgments, but only t,hat it does not imply any particular values, any 
particular standard sf value,  or any particular view about standards 5f value. 

To deny that the definition  implies any partieular judgments of preference or 
equivalence is not to deny the fact# that it is intended to perform a normative 
function, however. If a, b a,nd c are’ alternatives, for example, and a P b and 
b P c, then in an RPR it follows that a P c. This eannot be taken simply as a 
description of how people  order their preferences; on any normal interpretation 
of preference, we would expeet to find  cases  where  people  preferred a to b, b to c 
and c to a. By refusing to call such a pattern of prderences rational we in eEect 
establish a formal condition  for rationality. It should  be noted that  its nonnative 
character lies in the way the definition is used, not in anything ît directly says. 
It would  be  misleading to interpret  the definition as saying that if a P b and 
1, P c, then a should be  preferred to e,  The definition  allows us to deduce no 
normative statements  from non-normat4ve  premises; it does not say ,what we 
should  believe,  preferer, or choose.  An analogy may  help illustrate  this point. 
Suppose that ‘X’, ‘Y’ and ‘Z’ are na~mes of sentences. If X is a consequence of Y, 
and Y a consequence of Z, t,hen X is a consequence sf Z ;  this is a truth of logic. 
Logic  does not say that we should  reason in accordance with this truth, nor 
that if we believe the antecedent of the sample truth, we should  believe the conse- 
quent.  But we can use this truth of logic to explain what we  mean in part  by 
reasoning rationally, and when we do this we use a truth sf logic normatively. 

The words ‘rational’ and ‘preference’ serve to emphasize the use of Definition I 
in stating formal  conditions  for rational patterns of preference. It is possible that 
this aspect of the definition  would  be  made  clearer  for  some  people,  however, if 
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the defined entieies vere cwlied, SHY, 'Comparat,ive Value Raak.ings,* P were 
interpreted as the rela",ic?r: b ~ t ~ e r - - t h : ~ ,  ai"-gre:ti;m.-vadue-ttl~~, ur preferable-lo, 
and E as the relaticm ~~-equa!-.v.af;ae-.w4th. Buch re-hltehg, while leaving the 
intended use of the de.Einition untmei:ed, w o d d  call attention to its function of 
displaying certain forma! prt.perties of basic comparative value concepts. 

NOW we may consider the three axioms of ihe definition with an eye to their 
daim  to embody  necessary cor:clilltins for zt rational patt2ern of preferences. Ive 
hoppe the reader who (justifinbly) feels that here we treat a subtle and difficult 
topic with cavalier brevity wiil bear in mind that our primary aim is the prograaa- 
matic one of persuading philosophers that our method, if not OUF results, is 
useful; and that  the real vindication of constructive formal syst,ems is apt  to lie 
more In their ability to reformulate old  problems than in their close fit with 
the concepts and categories of conmor, 1 , sense. 

The first axiom provides that if x, g and z belong to a rationally ranked set of 
alternatives, and x is valued above y and y above z, then x is valued above z. 
Perhaps  the most  common objection t o  thig condition ia that while x P y and 
y P z might hold at time tl, z P x might with reamson  hold st time d g .  It seems 
easy to answer ,this objection, however, for if valuations change with time, this 
may be considered a change in the alternatives themselves: thus x at t1 is simply 
a different alternative from. x at t2 .  If we consider that y and z remain unchanged 
with time, and call z at tl 'z1', and z at  Cz (z2', then  the above appgrent exception 
to Axiom Pl becomes the innocuous situation: x1 P y, y P z, z P x2. Many other 
apparent objections to Axiom Pl can be handled in  an analogous  way. 

A more  serious  difficulty  seems to be raised by the following  example: Mr. S. 
is offered his choice of three jobs by a cynical department head (never mind what 
department): He can be a full professor with a salary of ,%,000 (alternative a), 
an associate professor at $5,580 (alternative b) or an assistant professor at 
$6,000 (alternative c).  Mr. S. reasons as follows: a P b since the  advantage in 
kudos outweighs the small difference in salary; b P c for the same reason; e P a 
since the difference  incsalary is now'eaough to outweigh a matter of rank. What 
arguments can be given to  show that this is an  irrational  set of preferences? 
Obviously the reasons for each of the paired comparisons may be good  ones 
(bearing in mind that there may be good reasons for wrong judgments). The 
following considerations appear. to indicate, however, that  the reasons  could 
never be good enough to justify acceptance of such a set of preferences. Pre- 
sumably an  important function of an RPR is to serve as the basis for rational 
choice. The obvious  principle  would appear t.0 he  this: a rational choice (relat,ive 
to  a given set of alternatives  and preferences) is one  which selects the alternative 
which is preferred to all other alternatives; if there  are several equivalent a l tem-  
tives to which none is preferred, then  any of these is selected. In short, a rational 
choice is one  which selects an  alternative to which  none is preferred. But it is 
clear that  the set of Mr. Sjs preferences  makes a rational choice  impossible, for 
whichever alternative he chooses there will be another  alternative which is pre- 
ferred to it. 





valua-tion of individuais, cuitwks, econoxk classes, and so forth may intelligently 
be asked. Empir id  findings which are organized by  appropriate schemes will 
also be usefd in ma‘king predictims. Economists have found in  fact that such 
axiornat,izatians as Definition 1 (and its more sophisticated modifications to be 
considered subsequently) can serve BS a basis for prediction of behavior in  certain 
areas. 

Before such a question BS ‘PS Mr. R’s preference ranking rational?’ can be 
asked or answered in a meaningful way, it is clear that  an empirical interpreta- 
tion of an RPR must be given. It, is not our purpose to argue for any particul8,r 
interpretation. It seems reasonable to snppose, in  fact, that different interpreta- 
tions will be suitable to different problerns a,nd donaains. The economist. may, for 
certain purposes, find it satisfactory to  interpret ‘z P y’ in such a may that a 
man’s  willingness to work longer for x than for y is conclusive evidence that 
x P y; the psychologist may decide that for ‘an individual faced with a set of 
cards of different colors, he will  consider the remark ‘1 prefer card x to card y’ 
suitable evidence that TC P y. 

For some purposes, it may serve to interpret preference and equivalence in 
terms of actual  particular choices, or particular  statements  about preferences. 
But then  the following  djiKculty may arise. Consider again the case of Mr. S+ 
who  chose a over b, b over c and c over u. It may be argued that since the choices 
necessarily occur at different times, each particular choice may spring from a 
momentary preference ranking which is rational. Thus if we  taGe unique  events 
like choices as identical with preferences, .we can never prove what a man’s 
preference ranking is over more than two  alternatives. 

For  this  and  other reasons, it would  seem generally more plausible to interpret 
preference and equivalence of preference as dispositions which characterize indi- 
viduals (or  firms,  families, countries) over a period of time. In this case, we may 
consider particular choices as evidence for the disposition, but not  identical  with 
it. Mr. S’s choices are  then evidence, so far as it goes, that his preference ranking 
is not  rational; but we would  reconsider this verdict if  we learned that he had 
changed his mind about the relative ranking of u and c after his first two choices. 

Just what is to count as evidence for the dispositions of preference and  equiva- 
lence is a matter to be  decided in  terms of many considerations. Whether to 
admit only behavioristic evidence, for example, or to count the  data of introspee- 
tion, would depend among other things on the character of the  alternatives, the 
structure of the relevant laws of psychology, the testing procedures available, 
and  the predictive power of the results. 

It would  be an error to hold that  the call for suitable empirical interpretation 
of the axiomatization of Definition 1 (and of the axiomatizations to follow) is 
relevant only to its descriptive use.  Before we can my  that a man’s  beliefs are 
logically consistent or inconsistent, we require an interpretation of belief. In  the 
same way, before we can characterize the  pattern of a man’s  preferences or judg- 
ments of value as ratdional or irrational, we  need an interpretation of preference or 
judgment of value. This is true even when the preferences under considerat~ion 
are our own. A good deal of the content of moral philosophy is concerned with 



~~~~~~~e~~~ of ~~e~~~~~~~~~ Far many cpestions of value t,heory it is 
sxfficient to use Rational Preference Rankings. However, there  are  important  and 
significant contexts in which it wouid be useful t u  have at hand a stronger m e m  
ureWAent of preference or comparative value than is given by an RPR. Many 
applications of value theory in stat,istical, economic and political theory may be 
adduced to S ~ Q W  the usefulness of such a measure. Certain of these applications 
will be discussed in (II) and (III) ~ For t,he present the relevance of such a stronger 
measure to  the behavior of a rational man rnlty be illusträted by a simple example. 

Eupposse that Wright is a congressmm interested in federal aid for education. 
Be has introduced B bill authorizing such atd; the bill includes a provision that 
money shall go only to school districts which.  a,gree not to practice racial discriani- 
nation. When the bill conles on the AOOP, it becomes  clear that it would pass if 
the anti-segregation clause  were dropped. Om the other hand, Wright estimates 
t,he bill has only  one  chance i11 three of passing with the anti-discrimination 
elause. Wright ranks the three possible  outcomes, in order of preference,  aa 
follows: a)  passage of the full bill ; b) passage of the bill without the anti-discrimi- 
nation clause; c) defeat of the bill. It is obvious that bis preference ranking and 
his estimate of the chances for each of the alternatives cannot afone serve as a 
basis for decision. Should he press for the full bill with a substantial chance of 
defeat (Action l), or accept the weaken& bill which has a practical certainty of 
passing  (Action z)? What 3s needed is clearly  some  measure of how mueh m r e  
Wright values a than t and b than c. If, for inst,ance, dropping the anti-discrimina- 
tion clause matters very little, Wright will not hesit& to preseat the bi in its 
curtailed form (that is, he chooses  Action 2). But if he seta great  store on the 
anti-discrimination condition, he may care very little whether the bill passes or 

[S], Part Three,  Section II. 
‘Examples from recent  literature  may be found in [19], Chapters VII and XZII, and 

* See 1251, p. 105. 
’ Kere,  and  throughout  these  papers,  the words and  phraaes ‘preference,’ ‘is preferred 

to,’ ‘equivalence,’ ‘equal in preferential stacue,’ aa weil as the symbola ’P’ and ‘E’, will be 
used  with  the  understanding  that  they allow for  the large range of interpretations  indicated 
in thia  section. We have  retained  the  word ‘preference’ (and  its  cognates) partly from lack 
af a better or more  neutral  term, partly from deference t.o the economie literature which 
inspired  the formal developments  here outhed.  



not ~ i t h o u t ~  it. 1x1 this cmej  ):A c k o a c ~  Actticn 1. Supp~sc next Wright judges 

in vahie). T\im he w ~ H  rimose Acticn L. \ t  e c m  represent. his reasoning as follows: 
ass$?. the ownher 2 to a, the number 0 te:. c: and the nurrlber f. t o  b (since what 
these nrxrabers meamre ia rrnly the re!ntz?;e v u ! ~ e s  of a, 6, and c? the  actual numbers 
chosen here are  arbitrary except for the reiative magnitude of thair di.fferences>. 
Wright, can now calcu?ate the reiatiris merits of the two sations. Since Action 2 
ensL1r.m getting b, and b Ilas bezn assigned a relative value of 1, Action 2 is worth 
P. Actinn 1 entaijs one chance in t h e e  o f  getting a with its relative value of 2, 
and two chances in tkrec cf get,ting c with its relative value of O .  P t  is natural tQ 
evaluate  Actsim 1, then, as vm%h ( I j 3  j n 2  +- @/3) -0 = 2/3. The relative scores 
of Actions i and 2 clearly determined Wright’s choice. Similar calculations will 
show that as long as the  ratio of the difference in value between Q, and 6 ,  and 

b and c, is less t h m  2 (that is, - q )  - < 21, Wright will take Action 2, 

while if this ratvia is greater than 2, he will take Action l., This way of calculating 
simply means that, having decided .the relative merits of the alternatives, Wright 
tempers the-weight he will  assign each of them  in a practical situation by his 
opinion of its proba.bilit,y. A colme of action ~Xlich has only one chance in three 
of getting him his first choice is worth only a third  as much as a course of action 
which is sure to obt,ain it; when the course of action means one chance of get,t,ing 
(E to two chances of getting c, it should be weighed at a t,hird the vahe OS a and 
two-thirds of the value of c. 

Congressman Wright’s particular problem illustrates one kind of need for some 
stronger form of measure than  that of ranking. But philosophers haw long 
appreciaked this need in dea,ling with preferences, vdues, interests, desires, 
pleasures and pains and other value phenomena. I t  mould Seem especially de- 
sirable for philosophers with certain naturalist.ie views of value to find a positive 
solution: for example, for utilitarians  (Bentham, Mill, Sidgwick), those with 
interest theories (Perry),  and  pragmatists (Dewey, Lewis). On $,he other  hand, B 
large number of philosophers, including some of these naturaiist,s thernselves, 
believe t,hat it is not possible to  neasure preference in a stronger sense than 
ranking. Unfortunately t-he  discussion of this problem in the philosophical litera- 
ture has been uniformly inadequate  and confused. On the one hand the possi- 
bility of an articulate theory of the measurement of value is rejected for mistaken 
reasons; on the other  the positive proposals are often unnecessarily naive. 

The following quot,ations are typical of the skeptical aktitude t,owards the 
possibility of a  strong form of measurement of value. Wheelwright (1241, p. 87) 
assert8 : 

k h i ;  5 is rnueh hetter thnr, c: 38 G is thana b ( b  is “haIf.i;,.ay” beheen n and C 
Cs -x7 

n(a> - ?2(3). 

We may- on a particular occasion prefer rending  a book to  t~aking a walk: the former, 
then, we say, would give us (on this occaaion) the  greater  pleasure. But is there  any 
conceivable sense in which ‘we could  say  that  the  intensity of the pleasure to  be: got, 
from reading is twice rat,her than three times or one and a half times, the int,eosity 
of the  pleasure  to  be got from walking?  Would we not,  by trying t n  rna.ke our corn- 
parison of intensities  mathematically  exact,  reduce  it to  meaninglessness? 



SixZarly: Perry ([19!, p. ~ z j  mai?;-tzi:~s that,: 
. . . magnitudes m;rst L e  of t h e  exten&,e type . . . tiley nmst  be divii;ible inio equal 
units. We can say tht4,t t i ie ~ c r k  in Lifting isvalve pounds one foot is equal to 
that done lu lifting six pouads two feet; only because twelve  pounds  are twice six 
pounds and two [eet, m e  twice O I : ~  faui.; because, in other words, it ioot is a foot, and 
a pound B pomd, v;lm.tc-mr the e x i a h g  magaitude  to which i t  is added or from 
which ii. i s  subtracted. It, is asssirred not. o d y  that  ehe t w o  magnitudes  can  be  multi- 
plied by one another, Ou t  t h a t  the reduction of the one  can De ofhet by the  in- 
crease of dhe other in some constust :%tia ibrougbout L1.e scale . . . 

But this eondilioz? is not fulE?lcd in trhe case of the  magnitudes of intensity  and 
preference. W e  can sny t h k t  ont: int.erest is more intense than mother, and that  
one object is preferred to srlst,her; b u t  me cannot say, in either case, that   the 
mccesaive  increments are equal,  or tbut one interest is more intense or preferred. 
Ly so mzek,  or that orne interest, is t ~ k e  or one-ha!f as intense or preferred as the 
other. 

And  Lewis ([13], p. 490) lilokds that: 

. . . numerical  measure  cannot be assigned  to &n intensity of &asure, or of pain, 
unless  arbitrarily.  Intensities  have degree, but  they  are  not  extrensive or meas- 
urable magnitudes which can  be added or  subtracted.  That is; we aan-presumably 
--determine a, serial order of more and Iess intense  pieasures,  more  and less intense 
pains, but we oanslot assign E; meneure ta the intervel between two such, 

The skepticism expressed  in these and sinaar passages may in park spring 
from a far too restricted notion of strong measurement. Thus, for example, 
Broad ([B], pp. 246-2423), and Leys (‘141, p. IS), can be interprekd a8 saying that 
measurement of preference is possible  only by assigning a unique number to 
each object, analogously to the way numbers are assigned to classes to measure 
their cardinality. But even in physics most measurements do  not satisfy this 
rigid requirement of absolute uniqueness. For example the number assigned to a 
body to measure its mass is uniquely determined only after a unit of mass has 
been arbitrarily selected (thus it is not a consequence of physical laws, but o€ 
convention, whether the mass of a body is measured  in pounds or kilograms). 

Wheelwright and Perry (in the above quotations), although they n,pparentltly 
do not restrict the notion of strong measurement as severely as Broad and Leys, 
do assume tha.t measurement is possible  only if a meaning can be  given to  the 
ratio of the measures  assigned different objects, %s when we say that  the mas8 of 
one body is twice that of another. That this ratio requirement is too rigid is 
attested  by  the  fact that t,here are significant kinds of physical measurement, such 
as longitude, which do not satisfy it: the number assigned to measure the longi- 
tude of a point on the earth’s sarface is uniquely det,ermhed only after the zero 
meridian and the  unit of longitude have been arbitrarily chosen. T€ geographers 
and astronomers were to decide to  put  the zero meridian through Palomar, 
rather  than Greenwich, the  ratio of the  longhde of Greenwich to  that of Palomar 
would change from O to m. 

In our opinion the erroneous view of the  nature of measurement implicit in 
these quot,ations is not peculiar to writings on the theory of value, hut, infects 
much of t,he literature of the phi!osophy of science. The root of this error lies in 
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the ass:lrnpticm thak tbc only thicgx ;&ich me neasurable ia a strong sense are 
extensive mngn5tude.s; i.e., rn:~gnltudes for mliich there exists a natural operation 
corresponding clese!y to bbe addition of numbers. Thus masses of bodies are 
extensive  magrritudes; since the ~ B S B  d the combination of two bodies is equal 
to the SUM cf .t.heir masses. On the other h a d ,  temperatures of bodies are not, 
extensive magnitudes: fur example, the temperature of a m.kture of two liquids 
is very seldom &he sum of the temperatures of .the original  liquids.* 

From the above discussion it is clear Ghat these are at  least three significant 
types of strong measurement in additisu to  the weak  measurement  exempliiied 
by  an RPR. The four cases, in order of descesding strength, are classified in the 
following  tablie: 

?Lw Uniqueness Characteristic 
- 

1. absolute scale 

arbitrary  zero  and  unit 3. interval  scale 
arbitrary  unit 2. ratio scale 
absolutely unique 

4. ordinal scale order preserving l 

Example 

cardinality of classes 
mass, length 
longitude,  time 
RPR, Beaufort wind male 

In terms of these notions,  Wheelwright and Perry can be taken to sa>y that 
preference (or value) cannot be  measured in  the sense of a ratio scale. But.even 
if this point be granted, the possibility is not excluded that preference can be 
measured in the sense of an interval scale. W e  shall see later that there  are sub- 
stantial arguments to support the view that preference  can  be  measured in this 
sense. 

If preference is measurable in any of the above senses, then it will  be  posuible 
to summarize the results in numerical statements such as: 

1. Event a bassage of the full bil0 has value 2 for Wright. Many  phibsophers 
have objected on  one  ground  or another that it is impossible to give a reasonable 
direct explication of such numerical assertions (see,  e.g., Bohnert in [5]) .  We 
agree that statements  ,like (1) cannot be given a sharp meaning independent of 
a coherent theory of measurement. A coberent theory of measurement is given 
by specifying axiomatically conditions imposed on a structure of emphically 
realizable operations and relations. The theory is formally complete if it can be 
proved that any  structure satisfying the axioms is isomorphic t Ó  a numerical 
structure of a given kind. In such a theory it is not expressions  like (1) which 
are given a direct empirical interpretation  but assertions about preferences, 
choices  or  decisions. The content of (1) is linked with observed  phenomena  only 
by  the  total  theory; we know which properties of the numbers referred to  in 
sentences like (l$ reflect properties of the empirical structure only  when the 
isomorphism has been exactly characterized. 

e The most systematic  and general way of classifying  methods of measurement is aocord- 
ing  to  their uniqueness characteristic, which is determined  by the group of t,ransforma- 
tions  under which the measurements are  invariant. It seems likely that failure to appreciate 
this  point has led to  the erroneous view that no kind of measurement appropriate  to physics 
is applicable to psychological phenomena (Cf. [3], p. 118). 



~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~~~~~~~~~~ We have shown in Section 3 
the desirability of ~easuring preference or value in some stronger sense than 
that given by an RPR, and tblaat acEeving wch measure does no% have to  im*che 
us in all the dxAious asmmpt,iuns  ch have often been ~AougSat necessary. In 
tbis section we present two &ernatiisTe a x ~ o ~ a ~ i ~ a t ~ o n s  of the notion of m in&- 
vidual.  preference pattern whieh, while not assuming that preference can be 
measured in the sense of a ratio scale, do show what it mig& mem $0 say it 
couid be measured in the sense of m interval. scaie. We do not wish to claim 
that either of these a ~ ~ ~ ~ . t ~ ~ a ~ ì o n s  (or others to be nzeniioned) c o ~ s t i ~ u ~ ~ s  a 
c o ~ ~ ~ e t ~ ~ y  adequate explication of any  intuitive notion of r a t i o ~ d  ~ ~ e f ~ r ~ ~ ~ o ~  
but by considering  Beverd dternatives,  and pressing the claiirr;s of none, wc intend 
t.o emphasize the variety of possibilities which open up once .&la:: problem is 
approached in a precise wsy. 

Since at  least the time of Pareto  and ~ ~ e ~ o r ~ h :  economists, ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ l ~  
those interested in  welfme  ec.onomics, havo investigated with varyíag degrees UI 
precision some of these alternatives. Philosophers have unfo&un&eiy either 
ignored the positive and illuminating resulta ob$ained  along these hw9 or dse 
dismissed them as having no p ~ o s o p ~ c a ~   ~ ~ p ~ ~ c a ~ o ~ ~ .  One d the m m i n  purposeg 
of the present paper isr to demonstrate the relevance of this matetjd Lo problems 
in value theory, The first axiamatieat,ion we consider 4s in fact only CU slight 
modification of an axiomatization origindy given by von Neumann and Morgen- 
stern ([18], pp. 24-29, 617-4332) in an economic context, 

We begin our discussion of this axiomatizatien by introducing the single 
primitive notion which nmst be added to  the three p<mitive notions used h 
defining an RPR. (As before, K Is a set af allemtives, P itj the binary relation 
of preference  which holds between eerttEbin elements of K ,  and E the binary 
dat ion of equivalence in preference which holds  between  cer%ain elements of K.] 
The new primitive h is a function of three arguments mach that 3 alternatives 
z and y are in K ,  and if CY is a probability not. equal to O or f. (i.e.> if a! is 8 real 
number such that O < Q: < l), then h@, 9, a j  is the altemative consisting of x 
with probability a and y with probability I .- CY. 

To illustrate  the meaning of the primitive function h we may refer back te 
the example at  the beginning af the previous section. As before, AcLion 2 (to 
~=ilr;~;mt t,& mcakmed bill) wil! obtain dternative b. The aitemative which will 
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An adequacy theorem analogous to  that given for Definition 2 has been proven 
for Definition 3 ,  thus demonsttr5tting that a rational preference pattern {in the 
sense of Definition 3) is measurable in the sense of an interval scale. It is easy to 



show that the &&ment t,lnat R is a finite sat (m tvell as the sta,ternent that K is 
an infinite set) ir; consistent with the abos-e ~ X ~ C K I X L  i n  titis regard Definition 3 
is ar1 ilaprovemant m Dehition 2 

The adequacy Iheorerr, for Definition 3 brkg3 out ali interesting forma! point. 
Readers farniliar with the economic and statistical  literature on utility  theory 
(see fur example [4], [IO] and / 2 2 ] )  may irlave mmdered  why, in place of Definition 
2 QT 3, we did noi use an axiomotizatim which depends on considering the set 
oi all probability distributions over the set K ~f altematixs. The proof of th.e 
adequacy of Defnit,ion 3 &ows however it is necessary to  consider  only the 
set of all two-element probability  distrib~xtiens over R. It seemed advisable not 
to d:liminat,e the relation T in favor of a primit,ive binary rehtion defined  over the 
set of all such two-element probability  distributions because this would tend t o  
mask .&he nature of the a,ssumptions made about preference. 

6. The ~~o~~~~~ of ~~~~~~~~. The two definitions d a rational preference 
pattern given in the I& section. have t)ris in common: both tie  the concept of 
value or preference in a  fundamental w-ay to  t.he concept of probability. This is 
because both rely upon alternatives involving probability  distributions in order 
to achieve a stronger measure of value or preference than a simple ordering. The 
essential interlacing of values and probebilities seems to have  both its advantages 
and drawbacks. Among the advantages, we may list taw: 

First, axiomatizations such as those given in Definitions 2 and 3 appear to 
have an extremely direct application to  practical  situations which are very 
common, that is, situations in which alternatives  must be  weighed  which involve 
uncertainties. Policy decisions in business and politics are obvious (but  by no 
means the only) examples. 

Second, the axiomatisations which have been given in the previous section 
suggest relatively simple behavioristic procedures for empirically testing degrees 
of preference. It is not at  all obvious how to determine the relative values of 
alternatives to a person in any direct way without, making unwarranted a,ssump- 
tions (for example, amounts of money or amounts of work can be  used to measure 
degrees of preference only if we asmme  that degree of preference is a simple 
mathematical function of hours of work or amounts of money), But  by using the 
function h or the relation T ,  a simple choice  between alternatives  in wbich the 
probabilities are controlled may be interpreted azs evidence for as subtle degrees 
of preference as we please. To illustrate, Mosteller and Nogee ([U]), in a series 
of experiments performed at  Harvard, offered subjects a choice of betting or 
not  betting 5 cents against a certain  amount of money (say 25 cents) at  various 
odds. By adjusting the odds, the experimenters discovered the ofier which the 
subject would accept 50% of the time. This they  interpreted  as meaning that 
the subject found the alternative of keeping 5 cents (alternative a)  equal in 
preference to  the alternative consist,ing of a certain chance (cy) of losing 5 cents 
(alternative b )  and  a certain cha,nce (1 - a) of winning 25 cents (alterna-tive c). 
In terms of Definition 2,  we may write this a E h@, c, a). By finding the u (î.e.> 



, h e   odd^-:) wGch r e s d t ~  in equaiity of preference, tho relative valuw of the alterna- 

TO t1he :dxj%nt,ages j ~ s t  iisted. there correspond certsin Zmitatimn. on the 
scope o€ application or explicative vaive of definitiom which, Eke Ikhlitions 2 

First, the chsract,eristics which make these definitions apply directly to situa- 
tions involving uncertzinty nmkc: i% unclear w h t 7  if anyj application khe dec.ni- 
tions have 911 situations which cihp  not involve uncest&nty. As there is no oSvious 
reahon why ratictraali'cy with respect -to relative degrees of preference ihonld be 
rest,ricted to sicmtiuns involving uncertainty, t,he deiinitions of ral.ional prefer- 
ence  pa:tterns so far givexl seem to  be limited 00 B special case. Sin fact  instead of 
dealing with probahiliities and ra!ative degrees sf vahe simultmeoudy it would 
seem far more naturd  to determine relative degrees d value first, arnd 8hen 
modify thcsc by the probsbilities to yield  decisions in uncertain situations. 

S E C O ~ Z ~ ,  the very  factors which make .the axiomatizations of Definitions 2 and 
3 so amenable to behavioristic Cnterpret,ations bring in their train'  attendant 
difEculties, One of these difficulties is to  find a ';tiay of separating the value ac- 
corded an alt,ernative solely on account of the risks or uncertainties it entails 
from the values due to the primary  alternatives aione. Tbis point has dready 
been  discussed in Section 4. 

Another, and related, difficulty concerns the interpretation of the notion d 
probability as it is used in Definitions 2 and 3. So long as a purely normative use 
of the definitions is intended, there may be no special problem. Suppose we agree 
that a rationd man who holds that h(a, c, 1/21 E b and h@, d, 1/2) E c must 
also hold that h(a, d, 1/3) E c.  Here the probabilities in the first two equivalences 
may be taken  as  what the man believes the 'probabilities to be;  and the prob- 
ability in the last equivalence what he will  believe the probability to be when  he 
judges the alternatives to be equal in preference, provided he is rational. KO 
question about actual probabilities needs to be asked. It will be noticed that  the 
natural way of explaining such a normative use of Definition 2 assumes a separa- 
tion of the judgment of the values of the alternatives and  the judgment of the 
probabilities involved. 

If we ask however whether or in what degree  someone's actual preferences are 
rational (in the sense OE Definition Z), the following problem arises. Suppose we 
try (resuming the example from Mosteller and Nogettj to determine empirically 
a subject's relative preferences for various alternatives by offering him specific 
choices. Imagine that we repeatedly offer a particular  subject,  Mr. C., a choice 
between betting (offer 1) or not  belting (offer 2) against these odds: if he draws a 
spade Erom a well-shuBed normal pack of cads,  he wins 25 cents; if he fails to 
draw a spade, he loses 5 cents. (As above, neither gaining nor losing money is 
alternative a, losing 5 cents aiternative b, and gaining 25 cents alternative c.) 
Assume now that  Mr. C. accepts the  bet as often 8s he rejects it,  and we agree 
that this means that for Mr. C. alternative a is equal in preference to 
the profïered odds on b and c. When we  corne to interpret  this result in terms of 
relative degrees of preference for alternatives a, b, and c, it is temptig to  reason 

tiVCY &G the subject call tht;s be inferred. 

md 3, h l <  S.&,:ue with prebab:?it,y. 



i!:8 ,,,<$t :.h:: a<:tual r;!lx;~cp$ o[ :,j,~:y;,~i:~~: :i. 3oaitjc $ro,~a :i aornisj, y;&-&uffled 
deci; are 11.1 fo:ir, i.he ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ” , . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  .$~&?~gs imply that., for &J”. C., 
a E b;(&, c, 3/41. Rot; ?,his resilik, w];,¡& i : e  reed as sayiq tbat $;he difference 
in prc:-lcr6:nce betw;iinym b a d  o is B b n  i-! of t h e  difierm.;;e in. preference between 
G. isnd e, Zeprrik t;:direly upon th?  unvriifi:zd essurnption .t.’r!at, Mr. C. believes, 
or acts a.s if 11. bf:! je~~s,  t l a t  the &:~nccs of dra:2jii;g 3. s p j e  out of a normal 
pack are ame in f o x x .  We h:wc m ~ m : ~ ~  1x1 ilther. v ~ I & ,  Chat Mr. C. proportions 
his ex:peciaiio:2 th&t he wiil draw a spaxe t o  k i k  acktai,  CI^ mathematical, chances 
of drawing 8 ap:.,de. 

kt, seems clew th& this assumption is not generally jtcjtEed; it is unreasonable 
to take €or gmnted, wEnen testIrlg the rat,iodity of a man’s  preference patt,ern, 
that his jutlg.n;ent of probabilities is perfect,ly rational. Mr. C., whether through 
ignomace, stupidity, or a conviction that spades are lucky or unlucky for him, 
may very essiiy believe or act as if he beliei-xi that. he has a better (or  worse) 
than one in four chance of drawing a spade; and if so, then  this must be  con- 
sidered before we c m  judge Iris rdafive preferences for the alternatives.  Mr. C’s 
equal acceptance of  offers 1 a,nd 2 muy mean thEt he judges t,he differencp in value 
between receiving 25 cents and neit,her gaining nor losing money to be only three 
times the difference  betaween neither gaining nor losing  money and losing 5 
cents-provided the psychological probabilities are identica2 with  the  mathe- 
matical (that is, objective) probabilities; it may eqvdly well mem that for him 
the differeece in preference  between e and a is five times the difference between 
a and b, and he  believes he has only  one chance in six of drawing a spade. Indeed 
if we could assume t,hat preference  were linear in money, offers of the  sort made 
to  Mr. C. would measure, not preference, but psychological probabilities. 

Since we do not want merely to assume a mes.sure of preference, and we cannot 
reaaonably assume that psychological probabilities are equal to objective prob- 
abilities, results obtained in experiments of the kind made by Mosteller and 
Nogee are  difficult to interpret.  Nor is it obvious what  other  sorts of behavioristic 
experiments could be performed to measure preferences  on the basis of the 
primitives of Definition 1 and 2 which  would be free from this difficulty. HOW- 
ever, following a suggestion which F. P. Ramsey made for a somewhat different 
purpose ([21]), it is possible to design experiments which Xead to a separate 
measurement of psychological probabilit,y and preference. The theoretical foun- 
dations of this approach are to be found in [7], and  the experimental results 
in [8].12 
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